OUTDOOR | KITCHENS

VIKING RANGE LLC; THINKSTOCK

Many families are opting to create
full-scale kitchen spaces that take
advantage of the great outdoors and
provide an extra place to entertain.
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COOK OUT!
Create a backyard kitchen that’s inviting, functional and fun

VIKING RANGE LLC; THINKSTOCK

BY MARGARET LITTMAN

T

he image of Dad making
repeated attempts to light a tiny
charcoal grill isn’t as common
as it used to be. No, the urge to
fire up the grill hasn’t subsided
— interest in smoky meats and charred
vegetables has never been hotter.
Today’s home chefs, however, are
cooking from full outdoor kitchens,
comparable in quality and functionality to
their indoor counterparts.

“My favorite way to cook and eat food
is in the outdoors,” says chef Libby Sibley,
founder of Nashville’s Music City Mise,
which preps and plans meals to make
at home. “There is something so vital
and authentic about cooking and eating
outside that makes you feel alive.”
The quest for the perfect alfresco
cooking area is one that takes place
around the country regardless of climate
considerations. In cities such as
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MY
FAVORITE WAY
TO COOK
AND EAT FOOD
IS IN THE
OUTDOORS.”

KALAMAZOO OUTDOOR GOURMET

Chicago and New York, outdoor
kitchens are making the most of fewer
weather-appropriate days. In suburban
Atlanta, where sunshine is more
plentiful, the options are limitless.
Antonette Copeland, design center
director for Construction Resources
Inc. in Alpharetta, Ga., says outdoor
kitchens make sense for today’s
families. “People are bringing blended
families together, people of more than
one generation.”
If you have small children, instead of
going out to watch the big game, you
invite folks over, gather around your
outdoor TV, feed the crowd without
messing up the house and let the kids
play in the yard, she says.
“Folks come to me looking for a
cohesive outdoor cooking experience that parallels what they have
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THINKSTOCK; MUSIC CITY MISE; MAPLE & ASH

An outdoor kitchen, like this one
featuring a grill from Kalamazoo
Outdoor Gourmet, is a perfect
place for alfresco entertaining.

THINKSTOCK; MUSIC CITY MISE; MAPLE & ASH

KALAMAZOO OUTDOOR GOURMET

A sealed textured granite countertop
may provide enough protection;
sealed limestone and slate are other
attractive options.
While concrete might seem an
obvious choice for an outside space,
Craig Jenkins-Sutton, co-owner and
landscape designer at Chicago-based
Topiarius, advises against using it
because it’s a porous material that
could crack when exposed long term
to rain or water sprinklers. Look
for less-absorbent natural tiles or
synthetic products such as porcelain
or limestone, that are designed for the
elements.
Think about your climate, too. Slate
flooring is great for maintaining a
natural look outdoors, is often quarried
in California and is easy to clean. But
if you choose a dark color that absorbs
heat and you have kids (or adults) running around barefoot on a hot summer
day, slate might not be ideal.
After you’ve invested so much into
building your dream outdoor kitchen,
you don’t want the whole production
to go up in flames. When building
pergolas and other structures over and
around the area, stay away from wood.
Opt instead for composite materials
that are fire-safe.
Be sure to protect the grill from
wind and strong gusts that can blow
out the flames or create a fire hazard.
A plexiglass shield works in some

environments where it won’t be
directly exposed to heat and could
potentially melt, but if your grill will
be generating heat many hours a day,
frosted tempered glass may be a better
option since it can withstand high
temperatures longer.
You should also give careful
consideration to the grading in your
backyard to avoid potential flooding,
Barnard says. Even if your appliances
are rated for outdoor use, that doesn’t
mean they’re intended to withstand
flooding, she says.
Don’t place your outdoor kitchen in
a low-lying area, and if that can’t be
helped, consult a professional about
regrading the property before utility
lines are installed.
Your electrical needs will depend on
your location and whether any digging
will be required to extend power to the
area. You want a licensed professional
to install the outdoor-rated electrical
conduit and covered GFCI outlets that
guard against electric shock. Consider
placing all the outdoor fixtures on a
separate circuit, which makes it easier
to reset the system if needed.
No matter how often you sweep,
leaves and sticks will end up in the
area, creating a potential fire hazard.
If wet leaves fall on countertops, it
can be a challenge to remove resulting
stains, regardless of how well you
sealed the granite.
Container plants are a good choice
(if you grow herbs, you’ll always have
them handy for cooking), but always
place them a safe distance from the
kitchen.
All of your planning will be worth it
when you sit under the stars, family
by your side and a chilled beverage in
your hand.

Dining Alfresco
Once you’ve created the perfect
outdoor kitchen space, you’re ready to
prepare some fabulous meals.
When using an
outdoor wood-fired
oven, Libby Sibley,
of Nashville’s Music
City Mise, suggests
bringing it up
Libby Sibley
to 800 degrees
Fahrenheit for a chewy, blistered
flatbread or pizza.
You can also use the oven to “bake
fresh homemade sourdough bread,
slow cook a pork butt ... roast a perfect chicken in a cast iron pan, roast
hearty vegetables ... (or) smoke and
roast a whole lobster,” Sibley says.
She’s also a fan of that most
Southern of traditions — deep-frying
a “turducken” (a chicken inside
of a duck inside of a turkey) in an
outdoor deep fryer.
Chef Danny Grant
of Chicago’s Maple
& Ash restaurant
offers these tips for
successful grilling:
uBring meats
Danny Grant
and vegetables to
room temperature before putting
them on the flame.
uYou can use a high flame to get
a tasty initial char, but use a lower
flame to let food sit on the grill
longer without burning.
uOnce you take meat off the
grill, let it sit for a few minutes before slicing and serving. During that
time, it is still hot and still cooking.
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Shopping List
You can do everything from cooking to entertaining in an outdoor
kitchen space with the right equipment. Here are some essentials:

FANS
Even in the great outdoors, you may want a fresh breeze, particularly if you’re in a small space. In a covered area, an outdoor ceiling
fan, like the Avvo from Monte Carlo Ceiling Fan Co., will do the
trick. $499 or $525; find a retailer at montecarlofans.com

ICE

TILE

Keep drinks cool with Summit Appliance’s CLIMOS151
icemaker, which can make
as much as 32 pounds every
day. $2,085; find a dealer at
summitappliance.com

Daltile’s Industrial Park tile
line features StepWise technology, a sealant that makes
the tile slip-resistant. Starting
at $6.50 per square foot; find
a dealer at daltile.com/locate

DRINKS

GRILL
The Sub-Zero OG54 54-inch outdoor gas grill by Wolf has six burners
and comes with two adjustable rotisseries and halogen lights to illuminate the area. $8,280; find a dealer at subzero-wolf.com/locator
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For ale aficionados, Summit
Appliance’s SBC678OS
outdoor beer dispenser holds
a half keg.
$1,965; find a dealer at
summitappliance.com/
dealer_locator

COURTESY OF THE COMPANIES

If wine is your thing, opt
for Perlick’s 24-inch
Signature Series Sottile Wine
Reserve, which tucks neatly
under a counter.
$3,099; find a dealer at
perlick.com
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